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Q1. Answer 

                            Slums are actually a place/ street or small district  of 

overcrowded people where poor people live a miserable life are called slums. 

 Various slums at Peshawar: 

                                                  Research has found and identified 18 places in 

Peshawar where slums were found among these 18 some of them were more 

prominently found namely;Tajabad,shaheed Abad changrhabad and Gujarat Camp. 

Improvements In These slums; 

          In order to improve the living conditions of these slums UN in collaboration 

with UPN ( urban policy unit) of kpk. But looking at the current situation as per 

provincial ,local and federal government no immediate strategy is made to remove 

the miserable condition of these slums. 

 The most significant problems which they face are poor sanitation , waste disposal 

, less or no water supply ;leading to use of unhealthy water, poor living standard 

having no cleanliness at their doorstep, miserable conditions of their buildings and 

so on. 



so in order to improve this first the Government should make its proper sanitation 

system ,because its waster has mostly got no path to move on and if it moves so its 

extremely unhealthy; making our healthy water distasteful. various diseases are 

linked with water and according to medical more than 70 percent diseases are 

caused by unhealthy water. law must be prevailed and applied on these immigrants 

to follow because its making various problems for the citizens of Peshawar as well 

and they have made too. 

 The people living in these slums are very economic and they get residence in a 

cheap place because they are not permanent ;so they don’t make a proper system 

for their waste disposal the wastes can be seen in their streets in front of their 

house , and the children too gathers waste material for earning money while the 

useless wastes are put down inside the residential area of these slums so to improve 

these slums we and especially the Got should make it possible to place these waste 

disposal in proper order 

These slums have got no proper water supply to make their sanitation better first 

they need water, these people mostly have one well in all the slums because they 

cant afford it The NGOs are making its effort in this regard but thats insufficient . 

so in every slum home there must be a well or proper water supply from tanks 

made by govt as the citizens of Pakistan have water supply in areas where well 

cant be made 

4.There should be a separate medical procedure for these people to have a small 

separate hospital because these people are making a huge crowd on the hospitals 

having their own hospital will make it easy for them and for us to live a good life. 

5. These slums are mostly made up of Afghan refugees with 4% growth anually 

means incoming is increasing while there is no proper system for them to go out of 

the country so its burden on the nation as well while giving support the govt should 

make a strict policy how much they can send them back  to their countries 

Conclusion; In conclusion I would like to say that Pakistan a developing country 

cant afford such burden because they have no proper system for them making its 

own people effected by these people who have made filthy everything Peshawar 

the beautiful city has been ruined like its Kabul in some of areas so its my personal 



opinion that these slums should be completely finished and the refugees should be 

sent back. 

Q2.Answer. master plan Islamabad issues:Islambad is the capital of Pakistan as i 

have studied the master plan of it it has got many issues Islamabad as whole five 

zones out f which DHA Islamabad. A dominant player in the capital's property 

market, DHA Islamabad tops the list of popular areas among renters. ... 

G-13 Islamabad. A peaceful neighborhood street in one of the residential sectors of 

Islamabad, 

E-11 Islamabad.are considered the best sectors.  

Issues ; 

1  The map over all is good but having flaws in term 9f institutions that it has no 

proper plan for institutions in the mapm 

2.There in some area. 

2there are some areas in which the road and pedestrians are facing problems 

3. the intersections of roads are not properly managed i.e there are always 

accidents and hussel bussel while perfect map hasnt got such problems 

4. pedestrian crossing is not that much effective as it should be 

5. there is no proper plan for present slums and has space for future slums which is 

not good 

6. the free space z used for various projects usellesly 

7.the space given is not strictly followed by the people e.g world blue project has 

given proper spce and it has gathered more 

solutions; According to my approach the map must have the following changes 

1. the institutions the buildings and the future ones must be given proper 

arrangement  

2. the space in the map should be properly used otherwise futute is blur  



3. the intersections should be such that to ease it for proper use  

4. while making changes in the map the slums should be kept in mind and there 

shouldn’t bad useless space for slums  

 

5. projects must be given to trustworthy organizations and strictly the rules should 

be followed to avoid corruption and disadvantage to the whole map 

Q3. Answer.: The model which best represents Peshawar city according to my 

knowledge is multiple nuclei model where i have chosen residential, industrial and 

cbd industrial area respectively  

The industrial area of Peshawar is most probably karkhanu ( krkhanai) where old 

warn our parts and new products are made  

each unit represents itself as a nucleus and getting its spectrum wide time and 

again 

Hayat abad and cantt area which i marked in the map are residential area where 

people lives

 



 

every part or in terms of the model we can say nucleus grows in its own form 

residential area grows with the passage of time , industries are installed with the 

passage of time and minute CBDs are also hoing on so each nucleus grows 

cbd area is Hayatabad most probably industrial area is karkhanu and residential 

area is Peshawar sadr and so on 


